THE TALK OF CANBERRA
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SPIRIT: Googong flags its colours, left. A Chorus of Women performed in Parliament House foyer on Tuesday. "It would never happen in the British Parliament," said an English tourist.

Because we're proud
Googongians.
We recycle water
So our gardens stay green.
We've got a special fondness
For barbecue cuisine.
Don't you fret,
There's high speed net,
The tech's as good
As it can get,
For every proud Googongian.
Lots of trees
Country breeze
Sit on the porch with wine

and cheese
When you're a proud
Googongian.
Yes we could,
Yes we should,
Settle in
And stay for good
Now we are proud Googongians.
While on the subject of things sung
with feeling, a member of A Chorus of
Women, presenters of the concert given
in the marble foyer of Parliament House
on Tuesday and reported in Wednesday's
column, tells us this story. We so seldom

think kind thoughts of our Parliament (a
bitter institution these days) that this
story may warm Australian giblets a little.
''After Tuesday's 'Open the Doors of the
Chambers' concert I heard a story from
two people in our audience who don't
know each other.
"They gave me an identical report
about an English visitor to the Parliament
who just happened to be there when the
Chorus of Women began singing. This
woman was reportedly full of amazement
and praise for Australian democracy after
hearing that we had been given an

anniversary concert in the Parliament
when we had begun in such a radical way
with (in 2003) a lament for the Iraqi
people in the public foyer, just as our
prime minister [John Howard] was in the
House of Reps chamber announcing that
we were going to war against Iraq.
''Apparently the visitor went to the
information desk in the foyer for six more
copies of our program to take back to the
UK because she said they wouldn't
believe her back home.
" 'It would never happen in the British
Parliament,' she said."

